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Abstract
Recently, the concept of cloud computing has been extended towards the network
edge. Devices near the network edge, called fog nodes, offer computing capabilities
with low latency to nearby end devices. In the resulting fog computing paradigm (also
called edge computing), application components can be deployed to a distributed
infrastructure, comprising both cloud data centers and fog nodes. The decision which
infrastructure nodes should host which application components has a large impact
on important system parameters like performance and energy consumption. Several
algorithms have been proposed to find a good placement of applications on a fog
infrastructure. In most cases, the proposed algorithms were evaluated experimentally
by the respective authors. In the absence of a theoretical analysis, a thorough and
systematic empirical evaluation is of key importance for being able to make sound
conclusions about the suitability of the algorithms. The aim of this paper is to survey
howapplication placement algorithms for fog computing are evaluated in the literature.
In particular, we identify good and bad practices that should be utilized respectively
avoided when evaluating such algorithms.

Keywords Fog computing · Edge computing · Application placement · Empirical
evaluation · Simulation

1 Introduction

Cloud computing has been very successful in providing virtually unlimited process-
ing and storage capacity, accessible from anywhere. However, with the rapid growth
in the number of devices connected to the Internet and using cloud services, new
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requirements have emerged [29]. Some applications require real-time processing of
data from dispersed end devices, for which the delay of sending data to the cloud may
be prohibitive. Also, if myriads of end devices send their data to the cloud, this may
lead to a network overload.

To handle a massive number of dispersed end devices, new paradigms have been
proposed to extend cloud computing to the network edge [13]. The main idea of these
approaches is to provide, in addition to centralized cloud data centers, geographically
distributed devices, called fog nodes. Fog nodes can be either existing networking
equipment (e.g., routers or gateways) with spare compute capacity, or devices specif-
ically deployed for this purpose. End devices can offload computing tasks to nearby
fog nodes, ideally just 1–2 network hops from the end device, so that such offloading
incurs low latency.

Fog computing (also called edge computing) is thus characterized by an infras-
tructure comprising cloud data centers, fog nodes, and end devices [63,97]. To take
advantage of this heterogeneous infrastructure, fog application placement algorithms
must decide for each component of an application on which node of the infrastructure
the given component should be placed. The placement of an application can have
considerable impact on key quality metrics, including performance, resource con-
sumption, energy consumption, and costs [10,18,62]. Different algorithms may target
specific types of applications (e.g., stream processing applications) or be generic.

Finding the best placement for a given application (or set of applications) and
a given infrastructure is difficult. Several formulations of this problem have been
proven to be NP-hard. Nevertheless, several algorithms have been proposed—mostly
heuristics—to solve this problem [18,82].

The applicability, effectivity, and efficiency of proposed algorithms is in most
cases demonstrated with an experimental evaluation. To allow well-founded state-
ments about the performance of the algorithms, the experimental evaluation should
follow a systematic methodology. The algorithm must be evaluated on a diverse set of
relevant benchmark problem instances, with realistic and varying parameter values,
also comparing against other state-of-the-art algorithms, and the results should be sta-
tistically analyzed. Following a sound evaluation methodology is especially critical
for heuristics lacking rigorous quality guarantees, which is the case for most proposed
approaches. Unfortunately, in several cases, the experimental evaluation suffers from
critical issues, such as using only unrealistically small problem instances or compar-
ing the proposed algorithm only to trivial competitors. In such cases, the evaluation
results do not reveal how good the given algorithm really is. This heavily impedes
further scientific progress on fog application placement algorithms.

This paper aims at giving an account of the practices in the relevant scientific lit-
erature concerning the evaluation of fog application placement algorithms. To this
end, we survey roughly 100 papers proposing fog application placement algorithms,
and analyze how they evaluate these algorithms. We categorize the evaluation in the
papers according to 40 criteria, such as the used evaluation environment, the number
of used problem instances, the baseline algorithms for comparison, and the used eval-
uation metrics. We analyze the findings, identifying good and bad practices, and also
discussing the evolution over time (i.e., comparing newer to older papers).
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InfrastructureApplication Application mapped on infrastructure

Fig. 1 The fog application placement problem (FAPP) consists of mapping the application(s) on the infras-
tructure

Previous surveys on fog application placement [18,82] focus on problem variants
and algorithms, only briefly mentioning how algorithms were evaluated. However, as
the field ismaturing, the solid evaluation of proposed algorithms is increasingly impor-
tant. To our knowledge, our paper is the first comprehensive survey of the evaluation
of fog application placement algorithms.

2 Preliminaries

Brogi et al. [18] define the fog application placement problem (FAPP) as follows.
Given is the description of an infrastructure I and an application A. I contains infor-
mation about the nodes (cloud data centers, fog nodes, end devices), including their
capacity (CPU, RAM etc.), and about the links between nodes, with information such
as latency and bandwidth of each link. Similarly, A contains information about the
components of the application(s)1 and the connectors between components. A “con-
nector” is a relationship between two components, allowing them to invoke each other
and exchange data.

The aim of the FAPP is to find amapping (placement) of application components on
infrastructure nodes (see Fig. 1). A set R of requirements must be fulfilled, including
resource requirements of the components (in terms of CPU, RAM etc.), and possibly
of the connectors (e.g., in terms of bandwidth). There can also be other requirements,
e.g., placing some application components on certain infrastructure nodes may be
prohibited for security reasons.

There can be multiple placements of the given applications on the given infras-
tructure that respect all requirements. From these placements, the best one should
be chosen, with respect to a given set O of objectives. Objectives may include, for
example, minimizing application response time or overall energy consumption [10].
One problem instance of the FAPP consists of finding a solution for a given input
(i.e., application and infrastructure description), which satisfies the requirements and
preferably optimizes the given objectives.

There are many different versions of the FAPP, depending on the specific types of
requirements and objectives considered, as well as on further assumptions about the

1 While [18] talks about a single application, some works (e.g., [64]) address versions of the FAPP with
multiple applications. We adopt here the more general assumption that A consists of a set of applications,
each of which may consist of several components.
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Fig. 2 Overview of the used survey methodology

infrastructure and the applications. The following are some examples for the differ-
entiation between different FAPP variants:

• Beyond connectors between a pair of components, some authors also consider
connectors between a component and an end device. Such connectors represent
the fact that the component exchanges data with the end device.

• In some FAPP variants, each connector (i.e., edge in the application graph) is
mapped to one link (i.e., edge in the infrastructure graph). In other formulations,
each connector is mapped to one path or even a set of paths in the infrastructure
graph.

• Some authors deal with the initial placement of new applications, whereas others
address the re-optimization of already placed applications with the aim of reacting
to changes.

• In some variants of the problem, end devices cannot host components, while in
other variants this is possible.

There are also other optimization problems in fog computing that are related to the
FAPP. For example, some authors investigated the offloading of specific computations
from an end device to a fog node, or the distribution of load among fog nodes. Such
problems are different from the FAPP, since they do not involve deciding the placement
of application components.

3 Methodology

To ensure a good coverage of the relevant literature, we performed a systematic lit-
erature search [15]. Figure 2 shows an overview of the process. We started from the
survey of Brogi et al. [18] and the 38 papers analyzed in that survey. We repeated
the same search as Brogi et al. to also find papers that were not available at the time
when that survey was written. The query taken from Brogi et al. was “fog computing
∧ (service ∨ application) ∧ (placement ∨ deployment)”. To ensure higher coverage,
we used further queries on Google Scholar with related terms, including “fog applica-
tion placement problem” and “application placement in fog computing” (both without
quotation marks).

Beside keyword search, we also applied snowball search, where papers citing or
cited by the already found relevant papers are analyzed as well. This way, also papers
that use different terminology (edge instead of fog, service instead of application etc.)
can be found. In particular, we thus found the survey [82], from which the continued
snowball search led to several further related papers.
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Fig. 3 Overview of the used criteria

The relevance of each found paper was assessedmanually. Altogether, we identified
99 relevant papers that present algorithms for the FAPP. From the 99 papers, 98
performed a quantitative evaluation. The cutoff date for the literature search was 25
October 2020.

We categorized the papers based on the properties of the evaluation of the proposed
algorithms, using the 40 criteria of Fig. 3. (We count the leaves of the tree in Fig. 3 as
criteria.) The following types of criteria were used:

• General properties (7 criteria) capture the scale of the performed experiments,
the environment used for the evaluation, and the baseline algorithms used for
comparison.

• Assessment properties (2 criteria) relate to how the results of the experiments were
processed.

• Infrastructure properties (15 criteria) relate to the infrastructure that was used
(in most cases simulated) for the experiments in the given paper. This includes
information about the size of the infrastructure, such as the number of fog nodes.
We also looked at where the test data used in the experiments (such as the capacity
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Fig. 4 Frequency of different types of used evaluation environments (shown for each year)

of nodes or the bandwidth of links) came from, to understand how realistic the
used parameter values are.

• Similarly to infrastructure properties, application properties (16 criteria) relate to
the size and structure of the applications used in the experiments, as well as the
origin of the values for component and connector parameters.

After categorizing the papers, we analyzed the results to identify typical patterns
and trends, which are described in the next sections.

4 Results

To identify trends, we could look at the yearly evolution of the number of papers with
given characteristics. However, the quantities in individual years are often small, so
that trends may be lost in the noise, and no statistically significant statements can be
made. For example, Fig. 4 shows the frequencywithwhich different types of evaluation
environments were used per year. The frequency of papers using a “testbed” jumps
back and forth (0, 0, 2, 3, 0, 2), and it is unclear how to interpret this. With such a low
number of papers, random events (e.g., a conference proceedings only published in
the following year) can largely distort the results. Furthermore, the interpretation of
the diagram is complicated by the variance of the total number of papers per year. For
example, it could be concluded that “unnamed simulators” suddenly becameunpopular
from 2019 to 2020, but the same seems to be true for the other types of environments.
We can avoid these problems by aggregating the papers into two larger periods with
roughly equal size. Hence, we split the set of 99 found papers into two buckets of
similar size: older papers from 2013 to 2018, and newer papers from 2019 to 2020, as
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 Overview of the found relevant papers

2013–2018 [45] [58] [74] [16] [19] [20] [105] [103] [47] [93] [98] [109] [43] [92]
[9] [89] [48] [24] [26] [25] [88] [68] [91] [77] [37] [52] [80] [106]
[42] [104] [40] [56] [21] [84] [12] [96] [102] [110] [8] [57] [33] [3]
[87] [85] [11] [55] [69] [75] [95] [5] [112]

2019–2020 [44] [22] [59] [100] [94] [70] [76] [60] [83] [49] [50] [67] [32] [72]
[64] [30] [81] [1] [66] [71] [61] [65] [7] [34] [107] [14] [28] [27] [46]
[53] [108] [39] [99] [101] [2] [35] [4] [41] [78] [54] [31] [6] [111]
[90] [79] [17] [36] [38]

Fig. 5 Frequency of different
types of used evaluation
environments
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In the following, we present themain results of our analysis according to the criteria
of Fig. 3. Further details, including diagrams with the yearly evolution of the numbers
(both absolute and relative to the total number of papers in the given year) are available
online.2

4.1 General properties

4.1.1 Evaluation environment

Figure 5 shows the frequency with which different types of evaluation environments
were used. From the 99 investigated papers, 52 used an existing fog computing simu-
lator (“named simulators”), 35 used a proprietary simulation environment (“unnamed
simulators”), and 19 used a testbed, i.e., a small-scale deployment for test purposes
with real hardware and software. No paper reported a real-world deployment, i.e., a
production-scale deployment in a real setting, with real hardware and software. The
sum of the number of papers in all categories slightly exceeds the number of papers
investigated; this is because some papers used both a simulation and a testbed. From
older to newer papers, there is an increase in the usage of testbeds.

Table 2 shows in more detail by how many papers the different named simulators
were used. Many different simulators have been used, but only iFogSim was used by

2 https://drive.google.com/uc?export=download&id=14XaGjTHR3o_LeObt-biPeCnmSEPfNI-5.
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Table 2 Frequency of the
different types of the used
named simulators

Simulator 2013–2018 2019–2020 Total

iFogSim 10 16 26

FogTorchΠ 3 3 6

YAFS 1 3 4

OMNET++ 2 1 3

MyiFogSim 2 0 2

SimGrid 2 0 2

ECSNeT++ 0 1 1

ECSSim++ 1 0 1

EdgeCloudSim 1 0 1

Extended CloudSim 1 0 1

FAAP-Simulator 0 1 1

FogAtlas 0 1 1

FogTorch 1 0 1

MobFogSim 0 1 1

ONE simulator 1 0 1

Table 3 Frequency of the
different types of trivial
algorithms

Algorithm 2013–2018 2019–2020 Total

Cloud-only 12 11 23

Greedy 10 12 22

Never migrate 6 3 9

Random 2 4 6

Always migrate 5 0 5

FCFS 2 1 3

Brute force 1 1 2

End-devices-only 1 0 1

several different authors. (For example, FogTorch� was used in 6 papers, but all of
them were written by the same research group.)

4.1.2 Baseline algorithms

Figure 6 shows the frequency of different types of algorithms used as a baseline to
which proposed algorithms were compared. 10 papers used no baseline algorithm
for comparison. One paper did not present an own algorithm, but compared existing
algorithms with each other. We divided the used baseline algorithms into five cate-
gories: “Trivial algorithms”, “Nontrivial algorithms”, “Algorithms from literature”,
“Own algorithms” (i.e., variants of the authors’ own algorithm) and “Algorithms in
real products”.

Trivial algorithms are simple heuristics that obviously do not capture the full com-
plexity of the FAPP. This includes algorithms like Cloud-Only (place each component
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Fig. 6 Frequency of different types of baseline algorithms

Table 4 Frequency of the different types of nontrivial algorithms

Algorithm 2013–2018 2019–2020 Total

Optimal 14 10 24

Genetic 3 3 6

Backtrack 1 1 2

Machine learning 1 1 2

Breadth first search 0 1 1

Particle swarm optimization 0 1 1

Symbiotic organisms search 1 0 1

in the cloud), Greedy (place each component in the first node where it fits), and Ran-
dom (place each component on a random node). Such algorithms were used by 50
papers as comparison baseline. As can be seen in Table 3, Cloud-Only and Greedy
algorithms were used the most. The sum of the trivial algorithms from Table 3 does
not equal the number of papers that used trivial algorithms, since some papers used
more than one of the trivial algorithms from Table 3 as a baseline algorithm.

Nontrivial algorithms are algorithms that are more sophisticated and lead to good
results for the FAPP, but were still mainly created to serve as comparison baseline,
and not as competitive algorithms for the FAPP themselves. This includes algorithms
such as Optimal (computing an optimal placement with, e.g., integer programming)
and Genetic (using a genetic algorithm). This category of algorithms was used by 29
papers. As can be seen in Table 4, Optimal was the most frequently used nontrivial
algorithm. Again, the sum of the nontrivial algorithms from Table 4 does not equal
the number of papers that used nontrivial algorithms because some papers used more
than one of the nontrivial algorithms from Table 4 as a baseline algorithm.

35 papers used algorithms from the literature as comparison baseline. Comparing
older and newer papers, there is a clear increase in the usage of algorithms from the
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Fig. 7 Histogram of the number
of used problem instances
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Fig. 8 Histogram of the number
of runs per problem instance
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literature as baseline. Papers [45,93] stand out, as 11 and 6 papers, respectively, used
their algorithms as comparison baseline.

30 papers used own algorithms as baseline algorithms. These are usually weaker
versions of the proposed algorithm that, for example, do not take some aspects into
account that the proposed algorithm does.

Only 3 papers used algorithms in real products as comparison baseline. These
algorithms were Storm’s EventScheduler and Kubernetes’ scheduler.

4.1.3 Scale of the performed experiments

Figure 7 shows a histogram of the number of problem instances used in the experi-
ments. We divided the set of positive integers into the intervals [1, 20], [21, 40], and
[41,∞). For each interval, the figure shows how often the number of used problem
instances falls into the given interval. If a paper reports multiple experiments, we
summed the number of problem instances of the experiments. The majority of papers
(63) used between 1 and 20 problem instances. The number of problem instances was
in the interval [21, 40] and [41,∞) only 19 and 16 times, respectively.

Figure 8 shows a histogram of the number of runs per problem instance, i.e., the
number of times an experiment was repeated on the same problem instance. Here,
we divided the set of positive integers into the intervals {1}, [2, 10], [11, 100], and
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Fig. 9 Frequency of the different evaluation metrics

[101,∞). For each interval, the figure shows howoften the number of runs per problem
instance falls into the given interval. If a paper reportedmultiple different experiments,
we take the maximum number of runs per problem instance in any experiment. In
roughly half of the papers (49 out of 99), only one run per problem instance was
performed. 10 papers performed 2–10, 19 papers performed 11–100, and 6 performed
more than 100 runs per problem instance. From the 6 papers with more than 100 runs
per problem instance, 5 performed even more than 1000 runs per problem instance. It
should be noted that 14 papers did not clearly indicate the number of runs per problem
instance, so we could not assign them to any interval.

4.2 Assessment properties

4.2.1 Evaluation metrics

Figure 9 shows which metrics were used and how often to measure the quality of fog
application placement algorithms. As can be seen, latency was the most widely used
metric. Amore detailed analysis shows that the term “latency” was used with different
meanings (in line with previous findings [10]). In particular, 52 papers reported the
end-to-end latency of an application (or the total for a set of applications), consisting
of the time for both computation and data transfer. 19 papers measured not-end-to-end
latency, i.e., either only network latency or only computation time. Of the 52 papers
that considered end-to-end latency, 4 also considered network latency and computation
time separately, so in the end 23 papers considered not-end-to-end latency. Some
papers, such as [105], combined different (partial) latencies into one metric using
their weighted sum.

Beside latency, also resource utilization, network usage, and QoS violations were
often used as evaluation metrics. Monetary costs and power consumption had the
greatest increase over time. Only 12 papers consider the number of migrations as a
metric. (It should be noted that only 32 papers use migrations.)

Most papers used characteristics of the resulting placement (e.g., latency) as evalu-
ation metrics. Only 38 of the 99 papers considered the execution time of the placement
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Fig. 10 Frequency of the different statistical assessment methods

algorithm. From those 38, 30 also considered scalability, i.e., how the execution time
of the algorithm grows with increasing problem size.

4.2.2 Statistical assessment

Roughly half of the investigated papers (49 out of 99) used some kind of statistical
assessment of the results of their experiments. As Fig. 10 shows, by far the most
popular statistical assessment method (used in 33 papers) is computing the average of
the results from multiple runs. Also, several other methods were used, although by a
minority of papers, to give more details about the distribution of the results. Boxplots
and confidence intervals were used by 9 papers each, with a clearly increasing trend.
A CDF (cumulative distribution function) was used by 6 papers. Statistical hypothesis
testing was used by only 1 paper (it was a Wilcoxon signed rank test).

4.3 Application properties

4.3.1 Origin of the application structure

Figure 11 shows the frequency of different origins of the application structure. By
origin of the application structure, we mean the source from which the structure of
the used test application(s) stems. In 64 of the 99 papers, applications were created
by the authors themselves, without providing further details of possible origins (“Self
chosen: Not specified”). The ratio of such papers decreased significantly from older to
newer papers. 26 papers took application structures from the literature (“Literature”).
Of these 26 papers, the most used application structures were from [45] (9 times) and
[86] (4 times). The number of papers that took application structures from the literature
increased in the newer papers. 17 papers randomly generated the application structure
(“Self chosen: Generated”). Different approaches were used for this purpose; e.g.,
some papers used a “growing network” structure, in which each new component is
connected to a randomly chosen one of the previous components. Several papers only
mentioned that the application structure was randomly generated, without specifying
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Fig. 11 Frequency of different
origins of the application
structure
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Fig. 12 Frequency of different origins of application parameter values

the exact procedure. One paper used a dataset from reality to create an application
structure (“Reality”). It should be noted that several authors usedmultiple applications,
sometimes from different origins. For this reason, the same paper may be found in
more than one category, so that the sum of the number of papers from the categories
exceeds the total number of papers.

4.3.2 Origin of application parameter values

Figure 12 shows how often the parameter values of the applications (such as compo-
nents’ CPU requirements and connectors’ bandwidth requirements) are self chosen
without further explanation (“Self chosen: Not specified”), randomly generated based
on self-chosen intervals (“Self chosen: Generated”), taken from a real system (“Real-
ity”) or from the literature (“Literature”). 49 papers used self-chosen values without
any justification. 28 papers generated parameter values randomly, based on self cho-
sen intervals. 14 papers took the values from the literature, with [45] being the most
frequently used source (used 4 times). The remaining 10 of these 14 papers took the
values from different sources, with 4 of them generating values based on the values
they took from the literature. Only 9 papers took values from reality. Of these 9 papers,
5 used default values for VM instances provided by OpenStack.3 13 papers did not
provide any information about the values used and their origin. In the newer papers,

3 https://www.openstack.org/.
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Fig. 13 Histogram of the
number of components in the
test applications
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using the literature as the source for application parameters greatly increased, while
the number of papers using self chosen and not further specified values decreased.
Some papers used multiple sources for application parameters; thus, the sum of the
number of papers from all categories exceeds the total number of papers.

4.3.3 Number of components

Figure 13 shows a histogram of the number of components used in the experiments.
If a paper used multiple applications with different numbers of components, then we
chose the maximum of those numbers. The number of components is between 1 and
10 for 27 papers, between 11 and 100 for 35 papers, and above 100 for 29 papers. In
7 papers, the number of components was not clear from the paper.

4.4 Infrastructure properties

4.4.1 Origin of the infrastructure topology

Figure 14 shows the frequency of different origins of the infrastructure topology.
Again, some authors performed experiments using infrastructure topologies from dif-
ferent origins; thus, the sum of all categories is higher than the number of papers
investigated. The infrastructure topologies of 73 papers were self chosen with no
further justification (“Self chosen: Not specified”). Infrastructure topologies were ran-
domly generated in 27 papers, based on self-chosen data (“Self chosen:Generated”). In
these 27 papers, an Erdős-Rényi graphmodel was used in 3 papers, a randomBarabasi-
Albert network in 3 papers, and a random Euclidean graph and a random Waxman
graph in one paper each, to generate the topologies. The remaining 19 papers provided
no details on the random generation of infrastructure topologies. 2 papers used graphs
from reality, namely from the Internet Topology Zoo4 (“Reality”). Only one paper
used infrastructure topologies from the literature, namely from [45,93] (“Literature”).

4 http://www.topology-zoo.org/.
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Fig. 14 Frequency of different origins of the infrastructure topology
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Fig. 15 Frequency of different origins of infrastructure parameter values

4.4.2 Origin of the infrastructure parameter values

Figure 15 shows the frequency of different origins for the infrastructure parameters
(such as nodes’ RAM capacity and links’ bandwidth). The same categories are used as
previously for the origin of application parameters. Again, some papers used different
origins for different infrastructure parameters; thus, the sum of the number of papers
from all categories exceeds the total number of papers. As with the application param-
eters, also here most papers, in this case 61, used self-chosen values without further
justification (“Self chosen: Not specified”). In 29 papers, the authors generated the
infrastructure parameters (“Self chosen: Generated”). Unlike for application parame-
ters, values for the infrastructure parameters were taken from reality quite frequently,
namely in 30 papers (“Reality”). 16 papers used values from the literature (“Litera-
ture”) and 6 papers did not provide any information about the values used and their
origin (“No information”). Comparing old and new papers, the literature as source for
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Fig. 16 Histogram of the
number of cloud data centers
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Fig. 17 Histogram of the number of fog nodes

infrastructure parameter values has become more frequent (as for application param-
eter values), with [45] as the most frequent source (used 4 times).

4.4.3 Number of nodes

We evaluated the number of cloud data centers, fog nodes, and end devices in the
used test infrastructures.When authors performedmultiple experiments with different
number of nodes, we selected the highest number from the experiments. To create
histograms, we formed intervals for each type of nodes. For end devices and fog
nodes, these are {0}, [1, 10], [11, 100], and [101,∞). Since in many cases only one
cloud was used, we limited the intervals for cloud data centers to {0}, {1}, and [2,∞).

Figure 16 shows the histogram of the number of cloud data centers. 28 papers did
not use cloud data centers in their experiments. About half of the papers (49 out of
99) used only one cloud data center, while 19 papers used more than 1. In 2 papers, it
was not clear how many cloud data centers were used.

Figure 17 shows the histogram of the number of fog nodes. It can be seen that 2
papers did not use fog nodes. (These papers used end devices, onwhich the deployment
of components is allowed.) Most papers used between 1 and 100 fog nodes in their
experiments, while 19 papers used more than 100 fog nodes. Of these 19 papers, 5
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Fig. 18 Histogram of the number of end devices

used more than 1000 fog nodes. 4 papers did not specify how many fog nodes they
used.

As can be seen in Fig. 18, roughly one-third of the papers (37 out of 99) did not use
any end devices in their experiments. Only 13 papers used a number of end devices
between 1 and 10, while 22 papers used a number of end devices between 11 and 100.
Of the 99 papers, 18 used more than 100 end devices and of these, 6 papers used more
than 1000. 8 papers did not provide any information about the number of end devices
used. A total of 38 papers used end devices on which deployment of components was
allowed.

5 Discussion

In this section, we analyze the results to identify good and bad practices and trends.
We focus on two key aspects of the validity of empirical studies: internal validity and
external validity [23]. Internal validity means that the experiments allow sound and
meaningful conclusions to be drawn for the cases covered by the experiments. External
validity means that the conclusions can be generalized to other situations that were
not tested explicitly.

5.1 Internal validity of empirical evaluations

Reviewing the results of the previous section reveals some threats to the internal
validity of empirical studies on fog application placement algorithms.

5.1.1 Baseline algorithms

As shown in Sect. 4.1.2, many papers use trivial algorithms or weakened versions of
their own algorithms as comparison baseline, or no comparison with other algorithms
at all. Such an experiment design does not allow to assess whether the proposed
algorithm advances the state of the art. However, Sect. 4.1.2 also revealed a promising
trend: the number of papers using baseline algorithms from the literature is increasing.
The community needs to reinforce this trend. Newly proposed algorithms should be
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compared to current high-performing algorithms to show that they improve the state
of the art. This also implies that algorithm implementations should be made publicly
available so that other researchers can use them for comparison.

Asmentioned in Sect. 4.1.2, algorithms from [45,93]were often used as comparison
baseline. This does not mean, however, that these algorithms should be also used
for comparison in the future. These algorithms were published in 2017. Since then,
numerous algorithms have been shown to outperform them. Thus, they do not represent
the state of the art anymore.

5.1.2 Number of runs and statistical assessment

For randomized algorithms, a sufficient number of runs should be performed on each
problem instance to minimize the effect of chance. Even for deterministic algorithms,
randomization and performing multiple runs may offer more insights into the algo-
rithm’s performance. As Sect. 4.1.3 reveals, the ratio of papers with only a single run
per problem instance is decreasing, which is commendable.

Results from several runs can be assessed statistically. As Sect. 4.2.2 showed, the
majority of papers with multiple runs per problem instance only compute the average
of the results. Few papers use more advanced statistical methods, but the ratio of
such papers is increasing. The question whether the experimental results support that
one algorithm performs better than another could be rigorously answered by statistical
hypothesis testing. The field of statistics offers many useful methods for such purposes
which are now largely unused.

5.1.3 Algorithm execution time

Section 4.2.1 shows that less than 40% of the investigated papers assess the execution
time of their algorithms. However, the execution time of fog application placement
algorithms is critical. In most FAPP formulations, the set of all possible placements of
an application is finite, so the best placement can be found by checking each possible
placement, and taking a placement that satisfies the requirements and is best in terms of
the objectives. The only reason why such an algorithm is not feasible is its exponential
execution time. Thus, the evaluation of an algorithm should include its execution time.

5.1.4 Reproducibility

As we have seen throughout Sect. 4, some papers could not be categorized in some of
the investigated dimensions, because the relevant information was not clear from those
papers. Authors should describe their experimental setup in such detail and clarity that
others can reproduce the experiments. This helps to minimize the likelihood of errors,
and if errors are made, they are easier to spot (e.g., by reviewers) and can be corrected.
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5.2 External validity of empirical evaluations

5.2.1 Evaluation environments

Aproduction-scale real-world deployment would be the ideal evaluation environment.
However, as Sect. 4.1.1 shows, all papers use a simulation or testbed instead. This is
understandable, since the use of a production-scale real-world deployment incurs huge
costs. Also, simulations have the advantage of easy experimentation with many differ-
ent settings. Not using a production-scale real-world deployment is not necessarily a
problem, if the used environment behaves similarly to real production environments.
It is important to validate that the used environment behaves similarly to real produc-
tion environments. Unfortunately, this rarely happens. Using a non-realistic evaluation
environment can heavily degrade the transferability of the results to practical settings.
The community should work on the creation and thorough validation of evaluation
environments for fog application placement algorithms, and then consistently use those
environments [51].

5.2.2 Problem instances

The experimental evaluation of algorithms is always limited to a finite set of prob-
lem instances, and we cannot be sure whether the results can be generalized to other
problem instances. Nevertheless, authors should aim at using a representative set of
problem instances, to foster generalization as much as possible. This requires a sub-
stantial number of problem instances, but, as Sect. 4.1.3 showed, most papers actually
use very few. The ratio of papers using at most 20 problem instances is decreasing,
while the ratio of papers using more than 40 is increasing, but the trend is slow.

The next question is how realistic the used problem instances are. As an indicator
for this, we investigated in Sects. 4.3.1–4.4.2 the sources for the structure and the
parameter values for the applications and infrastructures. In all four caseswe found that
most papers use self-chosen structures and parameter values without any justification,
which raises the question of how realistic those structures and values are. Concerning
the applications, the ratio of papers with self-chosen structures and parameter values
is decreasing, while the ratio of papers taking the structures and the parameter values
from the literature is increasing, which seems to be a positive trend. However, the
number of papers using structures and parameter values from real applications is very
low. Infrastructure parameter values are takenmuchmore frequently from real systems.
On the other hand, the infrastructure topology is rarely taken from real systems, and
also reusing topologies from the literature is rare.

The third question regarding problem instances is how big they are. As Sects. 4.3.3
and 4.4.3 show, the majority of papers use less than 100 components, less than 100 fog
nodes, and less than 100 end devices. While these problem instance sizes might well
represent small-scale fog deployments, they do not seem to be sufficient to test how
the algorithms scale to large fog deployments. Several authors motivate fog computing
by quoting studies predicting billions of end devices, but no paper actually performs
experiments on this scale.
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5.2.3 Literature

The reuse of infrastructure and application specifications from the literature is increas-
ing, which is a positive trend. However, it also matters which previous papers are used
as sources. The main aim should be to reuse test data that is realistic. Several authors
using the iFogSim simulator reuse test data from [45]. It is not clear if test data from
[45] is reused because it is considered realistic, or only because it is readily available
in iFogSim.

5.3 Positive examples

In the following, we give more details of selected papers exhibiting some good prac-
tices. For example, Gavaber et al. [39] carried out a simulation in iFogSim, with two
experiments using almost all the test data and the baseline algorithms from [45,93].
For the statistical evaluation, the authors performed aWilcoxon signed-rank test.Good
practice: use of statistical hypothesis testing.

Xia et al. [105] carried out a simulation in SimGrid. They developed a scaling
approach for the test infrastructure and the test application, which consists of three
phases and generates problem instanceswith up to approximately 10,000 fog nodes and
4000 components. They considered 10 problem instances and performed 10 runs per
problem instance, randomly generating the parameter values of the infrastructure. In
the statistical evaluation, not only the average, but also the variancewas considered.Xia
et al. also investigated how long their algorithms take on such large problem instances.
Good practice: use of large-scale test infrastructures and large test applications.

Djemai et al. [30] carried out a simulation in iFogSim. The parameter values for
the infrastructure were taken from existing hardware (for example, the hardware con-
figuration of a Samsung smartphone) and various access network technologies, such
as LTE and WiFi. The application structure and the parameter values of the applica-
tion were taken from the literature. A total of 8 problem instances were examined.
50 runs were performed per problem instance and then the average was calculated.
The presented algorithm was compared to the algorithm from [93]. The execution
time required by the algorithms to find a feasible solution was also investigated.Good
practice: use of parameter values from real systems.

5.4 Summary of recommendations

Wenow summarize our recommendations for the experimental evaluation of fog appli-
cation placement algorithms:

• Use an evaluation environment that has been shown to deliver results in tolerable
error bounds compared with the targeted production system.

• Use a sufficient number of different problem instances. The problem instances
used for the evaluation should be representative of the types of problem instances
that could arise in the targeted production system. This will usually require at least
some dozens of problem instances.
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• Determine the structure and parameter values for the infrastructure and the appli-
cations from realistic sources (from real systems or the literature).

• Ensure that the size of the test problem instances is in a similar range as the size
of the target systems.

• Use state-of-the-art algorithms as comparison baseline.
• Perform a sufficient number of runs per problem instance to minimize the effects
of chance. The necessary number of runs can be estimated using statistical meth-
ods from the targeted confidence level and precision [73]. As a rule of thumb, if
performing the experiments multiple times leads to significantly different distri-
butions, then the number of runs is not enough.

• Use solid statistical methods, like hypothesis testing, to assess the results.

To foster the meaningful evaluation of new fog application placement algorithms,
the community should address some general challenges:

• Creation and detailed experimental validation of appropriate evaluation environ-
ments (simulators, testbeds).

• Definition of standard variants of the FAPP that allow the direct comparison of
different algorithms solving the same problem variant.

• Creating a repository of publicly available and readily applicable fog application
placement algorithm implementations.

• Definition of standard benchmark problem instances or generators for such prob-
lem instances.

6 Conclusions

We have presented the results of a literature survey on fog application placement
algorithms. Our focus was on how newly proposed algorithms are evaluated. We
investigated 99 papers and categorized them based on a taxonomy of 40 categories,
from which we presented here the most interesting results.

The results of our analysis show that the validity of the findings from existing
empirical evaluations is often threatened. Typical shortcomings of such evaluations
include the lack of comparison to state-of-the-art algorithms, lack of statistical assess-
ment, unrealistic evaluation environments, too few or too small problem instances, and
unjustified test data. Although some of these aspects seem to improve over time, there
is still much to do to further improve the validity of such evaluations. We presented
several recommendations on how to avoid the identified pitfalls.

Future work should focus on creating sound groundwork for the empirical evalua-
tion of fog application placement algorithms. This includes the creation and validation
of realistic evaluation environments (such as simulators), establishing standard variants
of the fog application placement problem along with (generators of) corresponding
benchmark problem instances, and creating a repository of interoperable algorithm
implementations. Organizing regular competitions for FAPP algorithms, such as
the ones for satisfiability (http://www.satcompetition.org/) or software verification
(https://sv-comp.sosy-lab.org/), could also be beneficial.
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